Abstract. The paper reviews recent results which aim at generalizing nite automata theory from words and trees to labelled partial orders (presented as labelled directed acyclic graphs), with an emphasis on logical aspects. As an important type of labelled partial order we consider pictures (two-dimensional words). Graph acceptors and their specialization for pictures, \tiling systems", are presented, and their equivalence to existential monadic second-order logic is reviewed. Other restricted versions of graph acceptors are discussed, and an intuitive exposition of the recently established monadic quanti er alternation hierarchy over graphs is given.
Introduction
The computational model of nite automaton ows a lot of its wide applicability to its good logical and algorithmic properties. Such properties are, for instance, the expressive equivalence between nite automata and monadic second-order logic over words, and the decidability of the emptiness problem (as well as the inclusion problem) for languages recognized by nite automata.
These features of nite automata were essential when nite automata theory was extended from nite words (as inputs) to in nite words ( B u62]), and from nite words to nite trees ( TW68] , Do70]) and in nite trees ( Ra69] ). By the equivalence between logic and automata, monadic second-order formulas could be converted into automata. Via this transformation, the decidability of the emptiness problem for these types of nite automata provided proofs that certain monadic second-order theories are decidable (in particular, the theories S1S and S2S of one, respectively two successor functions). Similarly, the veri cation of nite-state programs with respect to monadic second-order or temporal logic speci cations could be solved e ectively, being reducible to the inclusion problem between automaton recognizable languages.
The purpose of this paper is to review some results which throw a light on these questions in the context of nite partial orders. The motivation to do this is twofold: partial orders are a natural \next step" beyond trees, so that a mathematical analysis over this domain should be tried, and partial orders allow to model several aspects of concurrent computations more naturally than words or trees.
We shall adopt a representation of partial orders by directed acyclic graphs with labelled vertices and labelled edges. Since a substantial theory of recognizable sets of in nite partial orders does not yet exist (excepting special cases such as in nite Mazurkiewicz traces and asynchronous automata), we con ne ourselves to the case of nite partial orders in the present paper. Many approaches have been developed to obtain \natural" generalizations of nite automata theory to cover partial orders and graphs, among them KS81], Cou90], and Th91]. We concentrate here on the last mentioned proposal, which is closely related to the \tiling systems" of GR96] over labelled rectangular grids (pictures). This approach is based on the view that a nite automaton is a nite system which checks (by its nitely many transitions) local neighbourhoods of the input structure, thereby associating a state to each point of the input. As it turns out, recognizability by such automata (nondeterministic graph acceptors) is equivalent to de nability in the existential fragment of monadic second-order logic. We shall sketch this equivalence proof; it supplies an alternative method compared to the classical approach in linking logic and automata. (While in the classical method complementation results are the essential point and a single inductive proof covers the logical side, the present method does not involve complementation and treats rst-order logic and existential second-order quanti ers in two separate steps.)
A master example of partial orders where the new features appear in a transparent way is provided by the class of pictures. In this case, graph acceptors take the simple form of tiling systems. Undecidability results such as for the emptiness of recognizable sets are easy to show, and the recently established monadic quanti er alternation hierarchy is also set up in this domain.
The present paper is meant as an introduction, integrating results from Th91], PST94], GRST96], Th96a], and MT96]. Most arguments are presented on the intuitive level, assuming that the reader is familiar with basic automaton constructions and simple facts of logic. In Section 2, we collect the necessary terminology, and in Section 3 we recapitulate some well-known results on tree automata and recognizable tree languages. In the subsequent section, these results are confronted with the corresponding statements on recognizable sets of pictures. In Section 5 we present the general model of nite-state graph acceptor, supplemented by a discussion of some natural restrictions in Section 6. In the last two sections, we outline the hierarchy proof on monadic quanti er alternation and discuss some (mostly ongoing) work concerning further types of labelled partial orders.
I thank Oliver Matz, Ina Schiering, and Sebastian Seibert for many useful discussions and helpful remarks on the subject of this paper.
Labelled Partial Orders and Words, Trees, Pictures
A partial order with node labels in a nite alphabet A can be represented as a relational structure (V; ; (P a ) a2A ) where is a partial order on the nonempty set V and for each a 2 A, P a is a subset of V , containing the elements v 2 V which are labelled by the letter a.
In the automata theoretic view, the idea of \local neighbourhood" enters, where one considers the \next-smaller" or \next-larger" neighbours of an element. Thus it is useful to identify a (discrete) partial order with a directed acyclic graph, taking as edge relation E the minimal relation which generates by its re exive transitive closure the partial order . (Thus (u; v) 2 E holds i u < v and there is no w with u < w < v.) To be able to handle orderings on neighbour vertices, not only vertices but also the edges are labelled (for example to distinguish between rst and second successor in binary trees). Thus, the structures of this paper are vertex labelled and edge labelled graphs of the form G = (V; (E b ) b2B ; (P a ) a2A ) where V is the set of vertices, the P a are disjoint subsets of V whose union is V , and the E b are disjoint non-re exive binary relations over V . The edge set is the union E = S b2B E b . So we consider a vertex v to be labelled with letter a if v 2 P a , and an edge (u; v) to be labelled with letter b if (u; v) 2 E b . In the sequel, such graphs are often assumed to be acyclic, i.e. where one obtains a partial order when forming the re exive transitive closure E of the edge set E.
Let us mention some special cases: words, trees, pictures, and grids. A word w of length n(> 0) over the alphabet A is presented as the labelled acyclic graph w = (f1; : : :; ng; S; (P a ) a2A ) where 1; : : :; n are the letter positions of w, S is the successor relation on f1; : : :; ng, and P a is the set of positions i in w which carry letter a.
For convenience of notation, we consider as trees only binary ones (where each vertex has either two successors or is a leaf). In this case, nodes are representable as words over f1; 2g, the root as the empty word, and the domain dom(t) of a tree t is a pre x-closed set K of words where for each word w 2 K either both or none of w1; w2 are in K. A tree t : dom(t) ! A is presentable as a relational structure t = (dom(t); S 1 ; S 2 ; (P a ) a2A ), where S 1 ; S 2 are the two successor relations on dom(t) and P a is de ned as before. By the frontier of a tree we mean the sequence of its leaves in lexicographical order; the frontier word is the sequence of associated node labels. The frontier language of a tree language (set of trees) T is the set of frontier words of trees from T.
By a picture over A we mean a matrix of letters from A; if such a matrix p has m rows and n columns, the picture domain is the set dom(p) = f1; : : :; mg f1; : : :; ng, and the picture a map p : dom(p) ! A. The corresponding relational structure is p = (dom(p); S 1 ; S 2 ; (P a ) a2A ) where S 1 ; S 2 contain the pairs ((i; j); (i+1; j)), respectively ((i; j); (i; j+1)) (with components in dom(p)), and where P a = f(i; j) j p((i; j)) = ag. By a grid we mean an unlabelled picture (or equivalently a picture over a one-letter alphabet). Also for pictures we shall use the notion of frontier word, which we x to be the rst row of a picture. Thus the frontier language of a picture language L is the set of rst rows of pictures from L.
It is useful to consider boundary markers added to trees and pictures. In the case of binary trees, this will mean that we add # to the alphabet A and add to each leaf two successors, each labelled with this new boundary symbol #. The extended domain of the tree t including also the boundary positions is denoted dom + (t). In the case of pictures we pass from dom(p) = f1; : : :; mg f1; : : :; ng to the set dom + (p) = f0; : : :; m+1g f0; : : :; n+1g such that the added boundary points are again labelled with #.
3 Automata on Trees A (nondeterministic) tree automaton over A has the form A = (Q; A; q 0 ; ; F) where Q is the nite state set, A the alphabet of node labels, q 0 the initial state, ((A f#g) Q) 3 the transition relation, and F Q the set of nal states. We impose the restriction that # has to be matched by the initial state, i.e., a transition ((a; q); (#; q 0 ); (#; q 00 )) only occurs with q 0 = q 00 = q 0 . (In the literature, transitions from Q A Q Q are usually considered; the present de nition is an inessential modi cation which ts better for a generalization to tiling systems and graph acceptors.) The automaton accepts a tree t if there is a run : dom + (t) ! Q which maps the root to a state in F, such that the tree with the extended vertex labelling (now in the set A Q) can be covered (or: \tiled") by transitions from . Formally, for each triple (u; v; w) of nodes from dom + (t), where v and w are the rst, respectively second successor of u, the triple ((t(u); (u)); (t(v); (v)); (t(w); (w))) has to occur in . A tree automaton is called deterministic if its transition set determines an evaluation procedure in the set Q, working from the tree frontier to the root. This means that for any states q 0 ; q 00 and any input letter a, only one state q exists such that ((a; q); (a 0 ; q 0 ); (a 00 ; q 00 )) 2 (independently of a 0 ; a 00 ). The tree language recognized by the tree automaton A consists of those trees (over the given label alphabet A) which are accepted by A, and two tree automata are equivalent if they recognize the same tree language.
The basic facts on tree automata are well-known (see, for example, GS84]). Let us summarize some statements in the following theorem: Part (a) is shown by the subset construction for tree automata: Given a nondeterministic tree automaton A with state set Q, the corresponding deterministic automaton has subsets of Q as states, and a transition ((a; S); (a 0 ; S 0 ); (a 00 ; S 00 )) is admitted if S = fq 2 Q j 9q 0 2 S 0 9q 00 2 S 00 : ((a; q); (a 0 ; q 0 ); (a 00 ; q 00 )) 2 A g:
We skip here further details, which are well-known and can be found in GS84].
Finally we recall a natural example of a tree language which is not recognizable: the set of trees (over any given alphabet) which consist of a root with two identical subtrees t. A tree automaton which recognizes this set would also accept trees that are not of this form (by a simple pumping argument, applied to the case where the height of t exceeds the number of states). Intuitively, a connection (comparison) between the two subtrees is possible within the run of an automaton only via the transition at the root; the nite number of such transitions does not su ce to distinguish in nitely many trees t.
Automata on Pictures: Tiling Systems
In order to transfer nondeterministic automata from trees to pictures we use different transitions. Over the label alphabet A (extended by the boundary marker #) and the state set Q, we consider (2 2)-matrices over (A f#g) Q. Due to the use of a boundary around pictures, it is not necessary to introduce initial and nal states. (For example, the occurrence of an \initial state" at the top left corner of a picture and of a \ nal state" at the bottom right corner can be imposed by allowing corresponding transitions where # occurs on the top row and left column, respectively on the bottom row and right column.) Thus a tiling system over A is a triple A = (Q; A; ) with nite state set Q and a nite set of (2 2 accepted by some tiling system. The notion of determinism for tiling systems is not as canonical as for tree automata. Here we call a tiling system deterministic if its tiles induce a unique tiling on any given picture over A, starting from the top left corner down-right towards the bottom right corner. More precisely, given the entries (a; q) for the upper row and left column of a tile, as well as the alphabet letter at the bottomright, there is only one matching tile, i.e. a unique state assignment for the bottom-right position. Moreover, there is only one tile to be put on the top left corner of a picture, i.e., whose top and left alphabet letters are #; and such a uniqueness condition also holds for the continuation of a tiling along the leftmost column and along the top row of a picture: so a left column tile is determined uniquely by its upper row entries of the form (#; q), (a; q 0 ), and a top row tile is determined uniquely given its left column entries (#; q) and (a; q 0 ). Such tiling systems are a version of the tessellation automata of IN77].
As we now verify, the preceding theorem concerning tree automata fails for tiling systems in the parts Recognizability of L by a (nondeterministic) tiling system is veri ed easily: A special kind of state is propagated along the diagonal (starting from the top left corner), and a point on this diagonal is guessed (by nondeterminism), from which two \signals" are sent (again in the form of special states), one horizontally to the right, one vertically to the bottom. If at the two border points where these signals arrive letter b occurs, this information can be transmitted to the bottom right corner (where the transitions are de ned as to check this). The test that otherwise letter a occurs is easily implemented, as well as the test that the picture is a square (using a continuation of the rst mentioned \diagonal signal"). Now suppose that a deterministic tiling system recognizes L. By determinism, on a picture from L the states of an accepting run are uniquely determined except for the last column and the last row (where transitions may depend on the occurrences of label b). By niteness of the state set, one can nd on a su ciently large square two di erent placements (\options") of the b in the last column, and correspondingly in the last row, such that in the associated accepting runs the penultimate state of the last column is the same. Consider the picture which results by taking the rst option for b in the last column, the second option for b for the last row. On this picture an accepting run exists (take the run according to the rst option and insert on the last row the state sequence according to the second option). This contradicts the de nition of L.
(The preceding proof shows that the subset construction fails for the domain of pictures, in contrast to the case of trees.) (b): It is easy to verify closure under union, intersection and projection. To show non-closure under complement consider the set K of pictures pq over the alphabet fa; bg where p and q are both square pictures and p 6 = q. To check this by a tiling system, two properties have to be veri ed: the size of the matrix should be n 2n for some n, and there should be in p and q a pair of corresponding positions carrying di erent letters. The rst property is checked, for example, by two \diagonal signals" as mentioned above (from the top left corner to the bottom row and up again to the top right corner). For the second, the position u in p is guessed by nondeterminism, while the corresponding position v in q is determined by the coincidence of two further \signals", one passing horizontally from u to the right, the other passing down-right from u along a diagonal, from there vertically upwards to the rst row, and from there down-right as a diagonal again.
Let us show that the complement of K is not recognizable. The pictures of size di erent from n 2n are detected easily (use a diagonal signal down-right and then up-right and check that it does not arrive at the top-right corner). Thus it su ces to show that the set of pictures of the form pp, where p is square, is not recognizable. A tiling system can transfer the information from the left square grid (of size n n) to the right square grid only via the two stripes of states along the border between the two half pictures (of square form). Assuming k states and l alphabet letters, the number of such stripes of tiles is (k l) 2(n+2) . However, the number of possible (n n)?squares over the label alphabet grows by the rate 2 n 2 . Thus, for su ciently large n we nd distinct squares p and q of side length n such that on tilings over pp andthe central two stripes of states are identical. Thus pq and qp also admit tilings, a contradiction.
(This argument is an adjustment of the above-mentioned idea to obtain nonrecognizable tree languages: There the set of trees with two identical subtrees below the root was used, and the inability of tree automata to provide enough ow of information between these two subtrees was noted. Similarly, the two (n n)-pictures as considered here are connected only via the central (onedimensional) stripe of transitions, which is again insu cient to provide enough information ow between the two pictures.) (c): For any Turing machine M we can construct a tiling system A M over an appropriate label alphabet which accepts some picture i M halts when started on the empty tape. The idea is to let A M accept the pictures which code halting computations of M started on the empty tape. Such a halting computation is nite in space and time (the two dimensions of the picture). Thus, the rst line of such a picture represents the initial con guration: a sequence of blanks together with one pair (s 0 ; blank) (where s 0 is the initial state of M). The correct succession of Turing machine con gurations can be checked using (2 2)-square transitions. That the picture is su ciently large to include all work cells of the computation is guaranteed by excluding transitions for border points of the picture which code work cells. Finally the last line should include a nal (= halting) state of M. (d) Given a linear bounded automaton (LBA) M, de ning a context-sensitive language L, one can apply the idea of the previous proof to construct a tiling system which accepts a picture p i the rst row of p is a word accepted by M. Conversely, the computation by a tiling system has to be simulated by an LBA. The main problem here is the parallel mode in which states are assigned to vertices row by row. This has to be broken up into a (nondeterministic) sequential process as performed by an LBA. Since there is no bound on the computation time of the desired LBA, this is possible. 2
Over binary trees and over pictures, there is an internal structure of transitions: the role of each vertex in a transition is xed by means of the two successor relations S 1 ; S 2 . This can be taken as a motivation to work with even simpler transitions or tiles, in which only two vertices appear (rather than three or four as in tree automata or tiling systems), without a loss of expressive power. In both cases, for trees and pictures, it su ces to have transitions from ((A f#g) Q) 2 , i.e. connecting two vertices only, together with the distinction whether the rst is related to the second via S 1 or via S 2 . In the case of pictures, one speaks of the reduction of tiling systems to \domino systems" (cf. GR96]).
Graph Acceptors and Existential Monadic Logic
Over words or trees, there is a simple argument to show that monadic secondorder formulas and nite automata are expressively equivalent: Acceptance of a word or tree by a nite automaton can be described with an existential monadic second-order formula (where the existential set quanti ers are used to express the existence of a run, i.e. of a state sequence). Conversely, the construction of automata for given monadic second-order formulas is done inductively over the construction of formulas. To simplify the technical details, one rst eliminates rst-order variables (in terms of second-order variables which range over singletons); then it su ces to treat atomic formulas with set variables only, and as induction step the treatment of the boolean connectives \not", \or", and of the existential set quanti er su ces. By the closure of automaton de nable sets under complement, union, and projection, these induction steps are trivial.
For pictures (and hence for acyclic graphs or partial orders in general), this inductive argument fails because the class of automaton de nable sets is not closed under complement. So a logic which matches recognizability should not be closed under negation. It turns out that existential monadic second-order logic is appropriate (over graphs of bounded degree); and that a di erent proof strategy from formulas to automata can be adopted. It starts with a characterization of rst-order logic and treats monadic second-order quanti cation separately. This approach to the proof, where rst-order logic is not eliminated but emphasized, yields a uniform characterization of nite-state acceptors by existential monadic second-order logic (over labelled graphs of bounded degree, thus including the cases of words and trees). Only in special cases, where a closure result for negation also holds (as it happens over words and trees) the characterization extends to cover entire monadic second-order logic. In this sense, existential monadic second-order logic is a more natural counterpart to nite automata than full monadic second-order logic.
Let us explain this approach in a little more detail. where the X i and Y are blocks of second-order variables (possibly of di erent length) and ' is a rst-order formula, is called a k -formula. 1 -formulas are also called existential monadic second-order formulas (EMSO-formulas). A set of graphs is said to be k -de nable if a de ning k -sentence exists.
To establish a general bridge between EMSO-formulas and \automata", we recall the notion of graph acceptor (following the idea of Th91]). As input graphs we allow graphs (not necessarily acyclic) whose degree is bounded by a constant d (which means that for any vertex u there are at most d neighbours connected by an edge from or to u, in either direction). This boundedness of degree re ects our motivation to de ne graph properties by checking local neighbourhoods with a nite device: If there was no bound on degree, a nite device (being able to store only a nite amount of \local neighbourhoods") will confuse di erent neighbourhoods presented as inputs. Of course, such an approach is also conceivable, but for the present treatment we prefer to avoid the resulting complications.
As a precise description of \local neighbourhoods" in graphs we use the notion of r-sphere. Call (for r 0) r-sphere around vertex v in the graph G the induced subgraph over those vertices in G which have distance r to v, and with v as designated center. The automata to be introduced now accept graphs by associating states to vertices (as in tree automata) and by checking the existence (or nonexistence) of local neighbourhoods in the graph with this state assignment. An important feature is that the checking process may \count" occurrences of local neighbourhoods up to a certain xed threshold number. Formally, a graph acceptor over the label alphabets A; B has the form A = (Q; A; B; ; Occ) where Q is a nite set (of \states"), is, for some r 0, a nite set of r-spheres with vertex labels in A Q and edge labels in B, and Occ is a boolean combination of conditions \there are n occurrences of spheres of type " (where is an r-sphere isomorphism type over the label alphabets A Q for vertices and B for edges).
As for tiling systems, we call the set of transitions (or tiles). The item Occ is called the occurrence constraint.
The graph acceptor A accepts the graph G if it can be \tiled by transitions" such that a consistent assignment of states to vertices (a \run") is de ned by this tiling and such that the occurrence constraint is satis ed. Formally, there should be a run : V ! Q such that each r-sphere of the expanded graph G with vertex labels in A Q matches a transition from , and the occurrence numbers of these spheres are compatible with the constraint Occ. We call this covering of G an \accepting tiling" of G. The graph language recognized by A (relative to the graph class K) is L K (A) = fG 2 K j A accepts Gg: We say that L K is recognizable i L = L K (A) for some graph acceptor A. Theorem 3. For any class K of graphs of bounded degree, a graph language L K is recognizable by a graph acceptor i L is EMSO-de nable in K.
Proof. We shall only give a rough outline of the proof, which also shows that a graph language L is recognizable by a graph acceptor with only one state i L is rst-order de nable.
For the direction from left to right we code states by 0-1-vectors (say of length m), whence state assignments to the graph vertices correspond to m-tuples of subsets of the vertex set. Thus, acceptance by a graph acceptor can be formalized by a statement 9X 1 : : :X m '(X 1 ; : : :; X m ), where ' is a boolean combination of statements \r-sphere occurs n times". Such a boolean combination is directly expressible as a rst-order formula (starting with the quanti ers \there are distinct vertices x 1 ; : : :; x n ").
For the converse direction we have to transform an EMSO-sentence into an equivalent graph acceptor. It will su ce to transform a rst-order sentence into an equivalent one-state graph acceptor, since existential set quanti ers express the same as the requirement that an assignment of states to vertices (i.e., a run) should exist. A one-state graph acceptor can specify graph properties which x the occurrence numbers of r-spheres up to a threshold t. Properties determined in this simple way (for suitable r and t) are called locally threshold testable. We are done if we can verify that any rst-order formula can only specify a locally threshold testable graph property.
This claim is the content of \Hanf's Theorem" (shown already 1965 in the context of rst-order model theory). The proof has to establish the following, for any given m: If two graphs are distinguishable by rst-order formulas of quanti er-depth m, then, for some r and t, the occurrence numbers of r-spheres in the two graphs, counted up to threshold t, di er. In other words: For any m there should exist r and t such that the same occurrence numbers of r-spheres in graphs G; G 0 counted up to threshold t imply that G; G 0 satisfy the same sentences of quanti er-depth m. In this form, the claim can be shown by an application of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraiss e-game. For the details we refer the reader to EF95] or Th96].
2
Finally, let us compare graph acceptors with automata over words and trees, and with tiling systems over pictures. Clearly, conventional transitions of nite automata over words and trees can be captured within 1-sphere transitions in graph acceptors. Moreover, the use of initial and nal states is super uous in graph acceptors: For example, over words an initial state should only occur at a 1-sphere center which has no left neighbour in the 1-sphere (with respect to successor, the edge relation). Thus the special role of initial and nal states is captured by their occurrence in special transitions. By the same reason, pictures can be recognized without the use of a boundary symbol #, and again it turns out that 1-spheres su ce. In all these cases (when simulating classical automata and tiling systems) the occurrence constraints of graph acceptors are not needed. In the next section we shall see that over unrestricted acyclic graphs (or partial orders), these constraints are indispensable.
Restricted Models of Graph Acceptors
The purpose of this section is to analyze the model of graph acceptor in some more detail. In particular, we show that the two \complicated" features of graph acceptors are necessary over general acyclic graphs, if the expressive power should correspond to EMSO-logic: the admission of arbitrary sphere radius in the transitions, and the occurrence constraints.
First we consider the issue of restricted sphere radius in transitions.
Proposition4. Let L n be the set of \n-supergrids", which have vertex label \a" throughout and are obtained from standard grids by substituting for any edge an edge sequence of length n (called \superedge"). L n is recognizable (in the class of partial orders) by a graph acceptor with 2n-sphere transitions, but not by graph acceptors with 1-sphere transitions.
Proof. Clearly, L n is recognizable by a graph acceptor with 2n-sphere transitions. For contradiction, consider a graph acceptor A which recognizes L n (say for n 4) with 1-sphere transitions. In an accepting run of a large enough n-supergrid, one can pick two occurrences of the same 1-sphere transition at the central positions of two superedges which are located between the same two columns of a n-supergrid (provided there is a su ciently high number of rows in the supergrid). Obtain a new graph by exchanging the targets of the outgoing edges of the two 1-spheres covered by these transitions. The new graph is still acyclic and is again accepted by A. Since the new graph is no more a supergrid, we obtain the desired contradiction. 2
An adaptation of the argument shows the same claim for any given sphere radius r (instead of r = 1). As remarked before, sphere radius 1 su ces over words, trees, and pictures. We do not know a precise description of the class of acyclic graphs where in graph acceptors the use of 1-sphere transitions su ces. It seems that planarity conditions are useful in this context (as they occur also in the set-up of regular expressions for describing languages of labelled acyclic graphs, cf. BDW95]).
Let us turn to the occurrence constraints. In the next proposition we use graphs G n which are made up of vertices u 1 ; : : :; u n and v 1 ; : : :; v n as follows: From u i there are two edges, one to v i (labelled 0) and one to v ((i+1) mod n) (labelled 1). Imagine the u i and the v i arranged in two circles (modulo n), with two pointers from each vertex of the rst circle to the second circle.
Proposition5. Let L be the set of acyclic graphs G n where at least one vertex u i is labelled b and the remaining vertices (not labelled b) are labelled a. L is recognizable by a graph acceptor, however not by a graph acceptor without occurrence constraint.
Proof. The set of the graphs G n is recognizable even without occurrence constraints, when the vertex labellings are discarded. Inclusion of such a constraint (requiring at least one transition with vertex label b) then serves recognize L. Now, for a contradiction suppose that L is recognizable without occurrence constraints. Consider the graphs G n over u 1 ; : : :; u n and v 1 ; : : :; v n with precisely one label b, say at u 1 . For su ciently large n, there will be an accepting run (and corresponding tiling) where a transition is repeated, say with centers at u i and u j and such that u 1 is not covered by these two copies of the transition.
Then the graph with vertices u i+1 ; : : :; u j ; v i+1 ; : : :v j (built up modulo j ? i), which has no label b, admits also an accepting tiling, a contradiction. 2
In some situations, however, the occurrence constraints can be eliminated (at the cost of more states in graph acceptors). In particular, this applies to graph acceptors over words, trees, and pictures. The idea is to implement a threshold counting procedure within the transitions, using the partial order to avoid loops in the counting process. It is essential that the overall counting result can be collected at some special vertex and that the intermediate counting results are propagated without duplication. (So we refer to a \designated" outgoing edge of each vertex, which has to be determined uniquely in terms of the edge labelling.) Proposition6. Let K be a class of acyclic graphs which have a designated outedge for each vertex and furthermore a vertex which is reachable from any vertex by a path (i.e., a greatest element of the associated partial order). Then a language L K is recognizable i it is recognizable by a graph acceptor without occurrence constraints. (The same holds if all vertices of the graphs under consideration have a designated in-edge and a smallest element in the associated partial order.)
Proof. Consider a graph acceptor with state set Q, transitions 1 ; : : :; k (say of radius r), and occurrence constraint Occ in which t is a threshold such that occurrence numbers t are not distinguished in Occ. We construct a new graph acceptor whose states are vectors (q; n 1 ; : : :; n k ) with n i t for i = 1; : : :; k.
At vertex v this vector indicates that state q 2 Q is assumed and \up to now" the transition i has occurred n i times. These occurrence numbers are updated following the paths of the partial order of the input graph. The designated outedge serves to avoid double-counting: The accumulated occurrence numbers are transferred further only along the designated outgoing edge. Thus, for an rsphere of type i whose center has no incoming edges, only the vector (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) with n i = 1 and n j = 0 for j 6 = i is allowed. Any given r-sphere, say of type i , which has incoming edges, is (in its center) supplied with a vector (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) where each n j is the sum of the j-th components of the sources of incoming edges which are designated, and where furthermore 1 is added to n i (to capture that the present type is i ). Finally, r-sphere transitions for the greatest element (the unique vertex without outgoing edges) are allowed only for the case that the center vertex is labelled with some vector (n 1 ; : : :; n k ) which satis es Occ.
The proof for the case of designated in-edges and the existence of a smallest element in the partial order is analogous. 2
It is clear that graph acceptors over words, trees, and pictures are subsumed under the preceding proposition, so that occurrence constraints can indeed be eliminated in these cases. Formally, for trees one applies the second case of the proposition, taking the (unique, if existing) incoming edge of a vertex as designated. Over pictures one takes as designated edges the horizontal ones, except for the vertices of the last column (detected by the lack of a horizontal out-edge in a transition) where the vertical out-edge is taken as designated. A detailed construction is given in GRST96]; it shows that graph acceptors and tiling systems have the same expressive power over pictures.
Beyond Recognizability: The Monadic Hierarchy
We have seen in Section 4 that the class of recognizable picture languages, or equivalently the class of EMSO-de nable picture languages, is not closed under complement. How large is the gap between recognizability and de nability in full monadic second-order logic? As shown in MT96], this gap is as large as possible: one obtains an in nite hierarchy above the recognizable picture languages, induced by the alternating application of complementation and projection (or speaking logically, by the alternating application of existential and universal set quanti ers). In other words, the classes of k -de nable picture languages form an in nite hierarchy for increasing k. Moreover, this holds even over unlabelled pictures, i.e. rectangular grids. The proof involves a nice application of automata theory to a \purely logical" question.
To explain this result, note that any pair (m; n) of (positive) natural numbers xes uniquely a grid, which we shall denote by G(m; n); it is the grid with m rows and n columns. Any binary relation over the positive natural numbers thus corresponds to a grid language. We consider unary functions as special binary relations and thus associate with the function f over the positive natural numbers the grid language with rst-order kernel , respectively 0 . For simplicity assume that the variable blocks X i all have the same length l. Consider the case k = 1. The formula 9X 1 0 (Y 1 ; : : :; Y n ; X 1 ) de nes a picture language over the alphabet f0; 1g n which (by Theorem 3 and the last remark of Section 6) is recognizable, say with a tiling system over the state set Q. (We suppose, without loss of generality, that on the boundary of a picture only a dummy state is assumed.) When reading a picture column by column from left to right, one can view the tiling system as a nondeterministic nite word automaton; for column length m a state of this automaton is an m-tuple over Q. Thus for column length m the automaton has c m (= s 0 (c m )) states where c is a constant depending only on the tiling system (and hence on ').
In the induction step (from k to k+1) we use the fact that a complementation step (absorbing :) and a projection step (absorbing l existential quanti ers)
have to be carried out. For nondeterministic automata, the rst step, involving the subset construction, increases the number of states by an exponential (thus passing from the bound s k?1 (O(m)) to s k (O(m))). Since the second step leaves the respective number of states as it is, we obtain the bound on the number of states as required in (+). For the de nition of the set Z k , one proceeds by induction on k. We shall indicate how to obtain a monadic second-order formula; the detailed analysis leading to the formula complexity 2k+3 will not be presented here.
As a preparation, it is useful to recall the de nition of transitive closure in monadic logic. If R is a (de nable) binary relation and u an element (vertex), we can de ne the set of vertices v which are reachable from u via a path made up of pairs from R. Namely, a vertex v is reachable from u in this sense i it belongs to all sets X which contain u and such that for any pair (w; w 0 ) 2 R with w 2 X, also w 0 belongs to X. This type of de nition allows, for instance, to describe the elements of the down right diagonal starting at a given vertex u. In the sequel we shall assume the de nability of such sets tacitly.
Let us show the claim for k = 1. We have to describe, over column length m, the counting process from 0 to 2 m ? 1, using binary numbers of length m;
this will x the row length to be m2 m (= f 1 (m)). We do this by describing two subsets Y 1 ; Z 1 of the rst row, which we identify with two 0-1-sequences. The rst sequence Y 1 is in (10 m?1 ) , i.e. it marks by its entries 1 the rst digits of the binary numbers, while the second sequence Z 1 is the sequence of these binary numbers, each of length m, in succession. Now a position is in Y 1 if it belongs to the transitive closure of the rst top row position under taking the m-th horizontal successor. This is expressible by a monadic formula if the m-th horizontal successor is de nable. For this, one observes that two top row positions u, v are in distance m (over a grid of column length m) if there is a third position w on the bottom row which is reached simultaneously in two ways: along a down right diagonal from u and along a vertical line down from v. Transitive closure de nitions can be used to express this, thus Y 1 is de nable. Turning to the de nition of Z 1 , the essential point is to describe that two successive number representations stand for numbers i; j with i + 1 = j. But this is easy because we can say (as above) when two top row positions are in distance m (and then can x corresponding bits in two successive binary numbers).
On grids whose row length is greater than m2 m we need these de nitions in slightly more general form: We have to refer to an iterated concatenation of the sequences Y 1 and Z 1 (by stipulating the successor of 2 m ? 1 to be 0 again). We denote these iterated versions of Y 1 ; Z 1 on longer grids by Y 0 1 ; Z 0 1 (which are again de nable in monadic logic). Furthermore, we need to compare bit-sequences of length m over a longer distance than m, if they start at corresponding positions u, v of the Y 0 1 -marking, where u comes before v. We say that v is reachable from u by proceeding to the right, and express that the m bits from vertex u (where Y 0 1 is 1) up to u 0 coincide with the m bits from v (where Y 0 1 is also 1) up to v 0 as follows: for any two \corresponding" verticesû andv between u and u 0 , respectively between v and v 0 (inclusive), the bits atû andv coincide. Verticesû andv \correspond" if they are connected via two auxiliary vertices u and v as follows: u is reached vertically downwards from u and down-left diagonally from u, similarly v is reached vertically downwards from v and down-left diagonally fromv, and v is reachable from u by passing horizontally to the right. All these connections are describable using transitive closure de nitions.
The induction step is explained just for the case k = 2 (this su ces to clarify the general construction). We have to describe the counting process from 0 up to 2 m2 m ? 1 using binary numbers of length m2 m . Here we use the sequences As a consequence of the theorem we obtain that over (acyclic) graphs in general, the hierarchy of k -de nable sets is strict. (For grids, a strictness proof has recently been announced by Nicole Schweikardt, Mainz.)
The theorem above shows that the gap between automata over graphs (equivalent to the 1 -fragment of monadic second-order logic) and full monadic secondorder logic is large, when the input structures are grids, pictures, or more complicated graphs. The hierarchy theorem sharpens the classical results on limits of 1 -de nability, originating in Fagin's work (see Fag75] , FSV95]). There it was shown that connectivity is a monadic graph property which is not 1 -de nable.
In Fag74] Fagin had shown that the 1 -fragment of unrestricted second-order logic (where second-order quanti ers range over relations, rather than sets), characterizes NP; as a consequence the n-th level of the polynomial time hierarchy is characterized by the n -fragment of unrestricted second-order logic. So the n -hierarchy of monadic logic is the \monadic analogue" of the polynomial time hierarchy.
A closer analysis of the hierarchy proof above shows, however, that the relation between the polynomial time hierarchy and its monadic version is very loose. The de ning formulas for the witness languages L f k ] as used above can all be written as formulas 9X 1 : : :9X n '(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) where ' belongs to the extension of rst-order logic by the transitive closure operator (see EF95] for de nitions). As a consequence, all the sets L f k ] belong to NP, the rst level of the polynomial time hierarchy. In fact, even for the non-elementary function f : m 7 ! f m (m) the set L f] is in NP. On the other hand, recent work of Ajtai, Fagin, and Stockmeyer shows that for each level of the polynomial time hierarchy some complete set exists which is de nable in monadic second-order logic. So the monadic alternation hierarchy result seems to be far away from the open problem whether the polynomial time hierarchy is in nite.
Concluding Remarks
The emphasis of this paper was to present a general approach to \recognizable" sets of labelled partial orders by means of a model of graph acceptor and some variants of it, and to show over the domain of pictures and grids that central statements of classical automata theory fail.
It is interesting to analyze the situation for other classes of labelled partial orders. A rough distinction of such classes may be done in three categories: (1) Classes where the central facts on word automata and tree automata are preserved, (2) classes which are \opposite", such as pictures and grids, where neither closure under complement holds nor the emptiness problem is decidable, and (3) classes with a \mixed situation".
A natural case of the rst category is given by the Mazurkiewicz traces, viewed as partial orders (presented as dependency graphs). Several chapters of DR95] develop this theory of recognizability. The trace dependency graphs exhaust rather well the range of the rst category; it seems that by any substantial generalization of trace dependency graphs one leaves the framework of classical automata theory.
A candidate for the second category is, besides pictures and grids, the class of \mirror-concatenated trees" ( Th96a]); they are obtained from two labelled ordered trees with identical numbers of leaves by identifying the frontiers (which is done order preserving) and by reversing the edge direction in one tree (so that the roots of the two trees give a smallest and a greatest element in the resulting partial order). Surprisingly, these simple partial orders lead to recognizable sets with undecidable emptiness problem. (Namely, for any pair G 1 ; G 2 of context-free grammars, the emptiness of the intersection L(G 1 ) \ L(G 2 ) can be checked by forming the set S(G 1 ; G 2 ) of mirror-concatenated derivation trees from G 1 ; G 2 , which have a common frontier word, and by testing for the emptiness of S(G 1 ; G 2 ). The set S(G 1 ; G 2 ) is recognizable by a graph acceptor, constructible from G 1 ; G 2 .) We conjecture that over this domain also the closure under complementation fails for recognizable sets.
A \mixed situation" (as in the third category above) occurs over directed acyclic graphs of bounded tree-width. A graph is of tree-width k if there is a partition of its edge set into \clusters" (also called tree decomposition) and an undirected edge relation R on the collection of clusters such that three properties are satis ed: the clusters together with R de ne an undirected tree t, each cluster contains at most k vertices, and the clusters in which a given vertex v occurs form a connected subset of the tree t. Over graphs of bounded tree-width, the emptiness problem for monadic second-order properties is decidable ( Cou89], See92]). On the other hand (as ongoing work of I. Schiering shows), existential monadic second-order sets of graphs of bounded tree-width need not be closed under complement; the complementation property can be saved, however, when the partition of the tree decomposition has only clusters which form connected subsets of the given graph.
There are further directions of work which have not been touched in this paper and which deserve more study. Already in the introduction we mentioned the subject of monadic second-order properties of in nite partial orders. Another track is the description of properties by calculi of regular expressions (as pursued in BDW95]), or by algebraic notions of recognizability (as developed in Courcelle's work Cou90], Cou96]). Finally, for applications in decision problems of logic or in program veri cation the complexity of the transformation procedures from logical formulas to nite-state acceptors need to be analyzed.
